
Can over-40 writers l!ke Michael Gizzi or Bruce Andrews be consid-
ere~ Creeps?) I want Instead to isolate a couple of his broader obser-
vatIOns about the tendency, and then spin off from there. Stefans
observes that

Creeping It Real: Brian Kim Stefans'IIInvisible Congress" and theNotion of Community
Brian Kim Stefans' article "When Lilacs Last in the Door:

Notes on New Poetry," published on Steve Evans' Third Factory web-
site!, was originally slated for a column in Poets 6- Writers, but was
finally rejected (for being too weird, one gathers). In this article,
Stefans offers "Creep Poetry" (after Radiohead's "Creep") as a defining
label for an emergent tendency among younger experimental poets.
It's significant that the term is borrowed from the trendy domain of
alternative rock: Stefans points out that the Creep Poets "wonder why
the poetry world is not as interested in the 'edge' as the art and music
worlds" in which figures like Cindy Sherman and Ornette Coleman
enjoy a relatively greater amount of popular exposute and acceptance.
The nature of this "edge," of course, is the main question, and the
necessity of scare quotes points to the problematic that informs
Stefans' discussion. "Edgy," like "alternative," "innovative," "indepen-
dent," "organic" or "non-toxic," is one of a rapidly increasing number
of unreliable adjectives subject to use by various loosely-corporate
agencies who really mean by them "extremely marketable." It might
be argued that most experimental poets have nothing to worry about,
as their work will never be mistaken for marketable in any possible
world; but in a culture where discursive nuance is continually taken
for a microcosmic index of a more tangible network of material
struggle, little things like this seem to matter a great deal. Especially
suspect are labels that threaten to pigeonhole a style or movement as
indebted (or indentured) to some predecessor or other, such as
"Postlanguage" or "7th Generation New York" or "Post-neo-pre-
Raphaelitism." One of the appeals of a term like "Creep" is its bratty
indifference to literary genealogizing. The Radiohead song, obviously,
is about not fitting in: about the pathos-and power-of orphandom.

I won't spend a lot of time on some specific questions that
bug me about Creep, such as why Stefans makes some of the cut-off
points he does. (Why, for example, are Lisa Jarnot and Rodrigo
Toscano Creeps but Sianne Ngai and Lytle Shaw not, as he claims?

all the Creeps share ... a surprising tendency to communicate
to perform, to create social interactivity, and to expand beyond
~he small ~ommunit!es that have been their inherited legacy
rom p:evlOus Amencan avant-gardes. They are often experi-

mental!~ts, but have no interest in experiment for its own sake
at least. l~ the results are not something like a public, often ve '
enterta!~Ing, form of poetry, a SOrtof deviant form of street ry
theater ItSelf.The Creeps are almost universally very funny
:hough why there has been such a turn to humor in their p~et
ISmatter for debate. ry

The eyebrow-raising element here is the claim that Creeps want to
break out of the community model of experimental writing a model
tha~ has ~e1d ind~n:itabl~ sway for decades, notably reinfor~ed and
codified In Ron Sillimans passionate introduction to In the American
Tree. Even t~ough I question the universal applicability of this claim
to all .the w.r~ters Stefans names, and even more whether it's really a
good Idea, It s refreshing just to see the thought given h . .Th d s ape In pnnt.

e mo.ve o~twar to a public rather than a neighborhood arena,
:t.efans ISq.uI~k t.o point o.ut, does not mean that the Creeps are
slmpl! asslmllatl.ng expenmental techniques into the mainstream" (as

one ~Ight ar~ue IS the case with, say, the "Ellipticists," whom Stefans
mentIOns politely but critically a couple of times). Although St C
do ,. " h' erans

~sn t qUite say I~ In t ISway, it's more the other way around: many
Wflters (ones: I thInk, .he mi~ht consider Creeps) are attempting to
tra~sport maInstream Ingredients into experimental poetry, albeit in a
radically messed-up f~rm. Most significantly, Creeps often use the
~rst-pe~son pronoun In ways that challenge both traditional liberal

~n:alllst d~mands. for unmediated presence and postmodern male-
dlctlOn~ ~~aInst Iyn~ ~ourgeois subjectivity. Stefans uses Jennifer
Moxleys Wrong Life as an example, pointing Out that

l'kI e ma~y Creep po.ems,.hers is an extended apostrophe, a dis-
course aimed at an Imagmary audience, an audience of the
future perhaps but one that, in the scope of the poem, is not
there. Several Creep poets '11 tho d. . " WI. ~s~me IS mo e of apostrophe,
a,statmg-of-the-~ase before an InVISiblecongress. Thus the "I"
assumes a rhetoncal function; not the "not-I" of common
postmodern parlance, and yet not the "I" of the I .common ync.

1. Accessiblevia a link on Stefans'wonderful websiteArras, at
http://www.arras.net/stefans.htm.I suspect that I'm not supposed to quote from,
allude ro, or otherwiseacknowledgethe existenceof anything on the Third
Factorysite, accordingto a warning label thereto attached (does the warning
itselfcount?), but oh well, if Igo to jail, Igo to jail.

http://www.arras.net/stefans.htm.


What these comments bring to my mind, oddly enough, is John
Stuart Mill's "What Is Poetry?" with its famous distinction between
poetry and oratory: "Oratory is heard; poetry is overheard." Stefans'
"invisible congress" adds a neat metaphysical twist to this equation. In
Mill's account, it is taken for granted not only that the speaker,
whether poet or orator, is a unified subject, but that the reader / .
listener is equally unified. The postmodern turn has been to qu~snon
the solidity of the addtesser, but even in language-c~ntered poen.cs,
there has been relatively little consideration of the dIfferent pOSSIble
spaces imagined (either by poet Ot reader) for the addressee. Stef~ns'
account baffles Mill's overly rigid separation of poetry from publIc
speech, but manages to retain the stimulating implicatio.ns. of "over-
hearing." The "imaginary audience" for the Creep Poet ISItself over-
heard, or hypothesized in a way that approximates the absent en~age-
ment of overhearing. Take the impenetrable yet aggressively publIC
scene of communication described in a poem like Stefans' own
"Christopher Smart's America" from Angry Penguins (Harry Tankoos
Books, 2000):

deformed the means of transmission. And it is this that sets Creep (at
least in the way I have appropriated the term) apart from the
Ellipticists, for example, who seem more interested in the obstacles to
expression, as aesthetic points of fascination in themselves, than in
who put the obstacles there or whether they might explode in some-
one's face.

So how does Creep constitute a turn away from a community-
based poetics? Only to the extent that it rejects the notion of a safe
enclave, a privileged brotherhood of artistry in which the problems of
the outside world are after all, outside, and at least there's that. It does
this by raising the quixotic possibility of intercourse between experi-
mental poetry and mainstream culture (mainstream, that is, in the
sense ofTY and Wal-Mart and international politics, not in the sense
of "mainstream poetry," which is no more mainstream than geodesic
domes or bow ties). The oratorical overhearing that transpires in
Creep is like party-crashing, or sneaking into someone else's conven-
tion and willfully mistranslating the speeches. Its logic, that is, is
homophonic, and this may be why so much Creep Poetry has the
quality of seeming like homophonic or homolinguistic translation,
even when it's not. For example, these lines from Stefans' "The
Cupcake Diaries" (also in Angry Penguins):

And when the sick man says "love me," a cloud crashes into a church.
Believe in the nineteenth centuty, and supine enactments of power.
What depths in the cellars of the odes? Am I simply ttying to fool you?
The mind drifts every so often, as the sparks suggest new are~as. We
became friends at the dolphin show. That's bathos. When WIllthey
recognize my struggle to attain the plain?

Style up drop kick, suffer invisible
intentionality dago (day 01)
a piss fervent contra-naturam
staple blister lists rearward stank of the
civilian next door burning contracts ....

At once numbly prosaic and spasmodically excessive, Stefans' work,
here as elsewhere, forces a reevaluation of the ways in which language
can be ornamental, a reevaluation that makes the reader ask not only
"who could be saying this?" but "who could be listening?" Looked at
from this angle, the poem's strangeness starts to seem motivated, as
opposed to arbitrary or capricious.

Stefans says that the "I" of Creep Poetry "is often situated
beneath the economic stratum of increased commercial activity that
digital technology has brought on." True enough, and perhaps more
importantly, so is the "you." The "desire to communicate" that ,~~
sees in Creep, the quest "for the sensation of constant exchant,e, . ISa
heroic one, because it happens in a space filled with hegemonIC Inter-
ference and corporate molestation. Exchange in a context like this is
bound to be conducted cryptically, like exchanges in wartime, in
occupied territory. Not to say that Creep is inaccessible except to a
few in-the-know freedom fighters, however; its garbled surface
announces itself as contraband, as though it wants to be arrested. At
the base of all this is a faith in communication itself, no matter how

Or these lines from "lolabell" by Elizabeth Treadwell, a poet Stefans
does not name, but who seems to me to fit the Creep description (I
mean that in a nice way):

thought a boy apartment, taxi-cab, no early evening gum neces-
sarily pleasant historians all night long, give cloister crooked
muddy, protect her from almost kitchen stars. (Ixnay 6,2001)

Passages like these take the staunch unswingingness of classical
Language-centered poetics and subject it to the aesthetic of an ever
more commodified, appropriated, and soundbitten landscape, in
order to point up the fine line between swinging and unswinging-or
more accurately, they demonstrate that the line is imaginary, that
what is unswinging according to one habit of hearing may be so
because it has caught the rhythm of a new wavelength being broad-
cast on a hitherto untuneable station. It is the self-appointed task of



these poets to conjure up not only the D]s and playlists bu~ the listeners
of such stations; an "invisible congress" of Creeps. The thIng about
radio is that practically everything on it is controlled by someone or
something you don't trust, and yet you always seem to manage to.
hear something interesting that maybe wasn't supposed to get on In
the first place. As Cocteau and Spicer knew, that's where poetry
comes from, so it makes sense that Stefans' modern-rock analogy
leads us to the most commercial of metaphors. The more moderated,
the more preprogrammed the medium, the more public fantasi~s and
private fetishes will emerge in the static, like those supposed vOices of
the dead recorded by paranormal researchers. Radio, then, is for
Creeps. Radio is available for perverse listening in a way that TV
resists or absorbs. On the radio, one can hear what one wants to
hear-the buzz and whir of production, if wished, rather than the air-
brushed, crystalline, cabled-in crispness of the post-produced, already-
consumed final commodity.

This is the old familiar concept of defamiliarization, but a
very specific version of it; not just verbal estrangement with an eye to
making new, which, at least ideally, is what all poetry does, but a
bigger socio-discursive estrangement in which it is no longer enough
merely to make it new (since global capitalism has cornered the
market on that trick); it must be made spectacularly unusable. Photo-
graphy and music, to name just a couple of the other arts, are always
usable, no matter how transgressive or experimental, inasmuch as they
operate directly on the senses. Any physical perception, whether sight
or sound or touch or taste or smell, can be commodified by virtue of

dl f" ""C" N Iits sheer material immediacy, regar ess 0 content or rorm. ove s
can't help being potential movies, and thus arguably are more directly
sensorial; poetry, on the other hand, always starts as an intellectual
activity. Sensual response is made the responsibility of the reader, and
thus too unpredictable to manipulate into a larger institutional
purpose2. Any teacher who has ever stood dumb. befo.re a student's
unaccountable, academically unassimilable emotIOns In response to a
poem knows this. Note that we're talking mainly about ":xpe.rimental,:'
poetry here-one reason there is even such a category as maInstream
poetry is that it at least can be read as arranged prose, and thus more
uniformly visualized or "translated." Its immediate effect as sound or
image is negligible, except as carefully schematized euphony or

2. Of course, poetry is read aloud roo. But I always think of spoken poetry, even
when spoken by the author, as a specific interpretation of t~eyoem mat ~ules our
other interpretations, whereas silent reading offers rhe posslbll~ry of.multlple ,
interpretations simultaneously, and with mat much simultanelry gomg on, there s
no room for sense-experience. If it's working correctly.

decoratively inert strophes.

Other features of Creep that Stefans points to are "run-on
pacing that seems to take everything in," "off-bear humor that often
strays just a little bit into solipsism," a "skating above sincere, often
radical ideological concerns," and "a concern with sensation of
language unhinged, not entirely beyond something someone could
possibly say, but still coasting on every possibility open to language
from within a performative aspect." The keynote here is one of failure
or error; "run-on," "off-beat," "skating above," "unhinged." The various
dead metaphors here are all related to mechanisms malfunctioning or
agents miscalculating in some way. Stefans himself says that his "hope
is that the name [Creep] will be rejected," and that he has himself
"tried to reject it" but for various reasons, well, failed. Here too is the
trope of getting it wrong, in this case knowingly and before the fact,
which seems to be a major Creep stunt (Pee Wee Herman voice: "I
meant to do that"). Even as a hedge against cooptation, this ploy is
conspicuously redundant; as Stefans remarks, "There is obviously
nothing marketable about the Creeps," and this is nowhere more true
than in their flaunting their own inadequacy. Of course, even refusal
and abjection can be (and are) co-opted these days, so there's no call
to get complacent, but for the time being the Creeps take the
approach of dismantling every known cultural apparatus (very ineffi-
ciently of course) and forcing a unilateral wipe. As Stefans writes:

If their tactic is to go over-the-top with lexical plenitude,
neologisms, about-face turns to somewhat antique meters,
rhythms that are either too fast or too slow to digest, then
again reversals into the slipstream of para tactics and high
technology, it is because they believe, like Rimbaud, that all
values have to be reinvented.

As opposed to say, lo-fi, punk, or grunge strategies, Creeps adopt the
most grotesque extremes of progressive kitsch: arpeggiated squeals of
Moog fanfare without justification or apology. This could be seen as
just an indulgence in guilty pleasure, or as an assault on value, or
both. Again from Stefans' Angry Penguins, an excerpt from "Poems I
Will Never Publish" (which begins "I've seen the best minds of my
generation / go baroque"):

Pronouncements bellying sideways palming its sweat
while the peanut glandulars ooh and ahh to no sufficient facticity,
spoiled as they've been by the effervescence of day's rashes.
Can a slogan be more than a grump? they
don't ask, and I don't argue with the rococo exchanges.



Amid the tiot of this glossolalia, one can only focus on so much at a
time, but what stands out hete is the invocation of discourse as a
barrage of flourishes, "rococo exchanges" against which the speaker
puts up no fight. Indeed, he is the rococo ringmaster, magisterially
usheting a series of unlikely chimeras through his hoop. The applause
he earns may not necessarily be ours (though it is certainly mine), but
the poem arranges that we imagine the applause nonetheless. In
Stefans' Big Top, the Creepshow is the main attraction, and the quali-
ties he sees as Creepy in his contemporaties are qualities that tendet
them recognizable as denizens of his own brain's sinister, Bradburian
tent folds.

All of this could sound like a negative critique, an indictment
on the grounds of insularity. But this is exactly what I find attractive
about Stefans' Creep (anti-)aesthetic: it's a movement that is formed
within the mind of the reader, not the designs of a self-articulated
community. Stefans' apprehension of Creepiness comes from his own
Creepy imagination, his own desire to oversee a troupe of invisible,
flea-like verbal acrobats. That the poets he names are readily con-
formable to such a desire says something about their shared use of
certain techniques and their common concerns as postmodern artists,
but more about a simultaneous resistance and porousness in their
work that encourages progressive (but diverse) notions of community
to be constructed from the margins outward (inward?)-there is no
Creep manifesto, only an ever-growing passenger manifest, the names
on which can be shuffled according to the needs of an equally various
and multiple collective of readerly sensibilities.
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